Introduction 19
Two-dimensional (2D) materials such as graphene are currently a topic of intense interest.
20
A significant recent discovery is the new family of 2D early transition metal carbides, 
30
MXenes form a 2D layered structure with the general formula M n+1 X n (where M=Sc,
31
Ti, V, Cr, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, Ta; X=C, N and typically n=1,2 or 3). The M 2 C structure is where T x denotes the mixture of functional groups that terminate each surface. Numerous 38 compositions have been synthesized 3-5 and ion intercalation onto the surfaces of Nb 2 C, Ti 2 C,
39
V 2 C and Ti 3 C 2 has been achieved by experiment. that many more MXene compositions may be energetically stable.
48
Figure 1: The two-dimensional M 2 C structure (a) view from above down c-axis (b) side view. Key: green -intercalant, red -functional group, blue -transition metal, grey -graphitic C.
In the top view the 1x1 unit cell is outlined in black and for clarity only the first four layers are shown. slab in a 1×1 unit cell (see Fig. 2 ). We emphasize that our aim is global screening; the finer 98 details of the most promising compounds are intended for future work.
99
A complete set of structural parameters for all compounds is contained in the Supporting Figure 2: Schematic of an intercalation reaction using lithium insertion in Ti 2 CO 2 as an example. Key: green -lithium, red -oxygen, blue -titanium, grey -graphitic C. The unit cell is outlined and extends to 50Å along the c axis.
One noteworthy structural change that we observe on intercalation is a change in the 
where n is the number of electrons transferred per formula unit (in this case two for Li + ,
125
Na + , K + and four for Mg 2+ ), F is the Faraday constant and M f is the mass of the formula 126 unit. The current is assumed to be at a 1C rate (full charge/discharge in 1 hour). For the 127 following general intercalation reaction (using Li as the example intercalating ion):
the voltage is computed using a well-established approach 50 according to the formula:
where The data in Table 1 Table 2 suggest that the overall trend for monolayer MXenes is applicable to the 201 multilayer structures.
202
To further understand the cause of the optimal electrochemical properties shown in Fig.   203 3 and also the wide variation seen across the MXenes, we turn our attention to the effect of 
233
The first feature is the variation of the capacity with the transition metal species. As MXenes (Fig. 4(a) ), the transition metals of each period consistently give rise to voltages in 
